Nourishing the soul of the community through writing.

https://blackrangewriters.org

“Shelter in Place” Earth Day Haiku
An Invitation to Join the BREW Digital Common Table
By Michelle Hall Kells
My students at the University of New Mexico and I would like to invite the
community members of Hillsboro to join us at the BREW Digital Common Table
(in lieu of our previously scheduled Earth Day Fire Circle Celebration at
Enchanted Rock Ranch.)
The ancient Greeks defined human beings as “homofaber” (makers).
I believe that the act of creation (transformation) is our greatest defense
against despair.
In the spirit of community writing and the manta of the Black Range
Environmental Writers (BREW): “Nourishing the soul of the community through
writing,” we wish to invite the Hillsboro community to write and share their
digital “shelter in place” poetry.

We would like include Hillsboro friends and neighbors at our BREW Digital
Common Table by writing 50th anniversary of Earth Day haikus to share with
each other and post to the BREW Community Writing website.
Write one simple haiku (three lines of seventeen syllables: five, seven, five
syllables) or braid together three separate haikus (or create a three stanza
haiku) with images of your “shelter in place” spaces in celebration of Earth Day.
Include photos or sketches with your haiku.
BREW Haiku website writing samples available at:
https://blackrangewriters.org/poetry-writing
You may also use the “Shelter in Place” Haikus of my ENGL 413 and ENGL 640
Student Writing as models available at:
https://www.michelle-kells.org/engl-413
https://www.michelle-kells.org/engl-640
Save your Shelter in Place Haiku with images to a Word document and email as
an attachment to Michelle Kells at: mkells@unm.edu
Here is my haiku “Equinox” as a model of the haiku as a form (three lines of
seventeen syllables (five syllables: seven syllables; five syllables). (See Below).

Equinox
Enchanted Rock Ranch
22 March 2020
Michelle Hall Kells
Ancients trace the path,
Earth and sky, etched stone and
Bird song calls us home.
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